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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

Often an instrumental instructo.r is :raced with a
band instruii!ent that fails to :function properly.

He ha.s

the cho 1 ce of these t\'10 al te.rna t 1 ve s :

out to

be .repaired, or

2) repair it himself.

1) send 1 t

Sending an instru-

ment to a repairman will result in· much greater expense
and probable loss of the instrument for an indefinite
length of time.

If the instructor tries to repair the

instrument himself without adequate knowled5e, he reoy experien-ce many expensive and discouraging trials and errors ..

Few instrumental teachers are interested enough to
go into the business of making all their ot.;n

repair~,

but

there are occasions when a kno\<Iledge of instru~ent repair
c~n help keep a group functioning smoothly.

A great deal

of the repair 'l'mrk can be done tli th a fe·~~ simple toolo and
a knowledge of some basic repair t -echniques.

This study vr111 ( 1) present fu!'lda!!!e nta 1
of band instrument repair;

necessary;

te ·c~n 1 que s

(2) list basic repair tools

(3) list the necessary repair eupplies;

diseuse the care and stora ~e of band instruxents;

(4)
and (5)

de scribe adequate \·; orkshop fac111 t1e·e.
This study is primarily conce-rned ,.1 th keeping
school 1nstrurrents in good operating condition. It does

2

not attempt to

~rain

1onal repairman.

the band teacher to

beco~e

a

protes~-

CP.APTZR II

F.EVIEVl OF TJ-::E LITEP.A TUFZ

Very little material 1s available at present on tte
subject of band instrument repair.
\·rhy this is true.

There are t\'IO rencona

First, we find that

II!OSt

1nstrurr!e nt

makers have an apprentice system ,.,.here a _l l the skills o.re
kept w-ithin the company _..

Second,. mo:lern factory

methods have eliminated the individual craftsman..
example, one employee may do nothing but

ac~o=tly

For

~anufacture

one

small .part and have no k..11m·rledr;e 1·:hat-so-ever of tl".e cooplate assembling of the

If an

instru~ent.

1nstru~ental instr~ctor

wants to learn how to

repair his instruments, he will not usually find a repairman willing to tell him tbe secrets l-Thich he hes spent

GO

many years to acquire.
Erick Brand has written t -he most corr.orehensive book

on musical instrument repa1r.l

In the 1'1eld of \:oo.:i\·:1nd

repair Brand lias undoubtedly one of the w·o rld' s authorities, having been trained in the Selmer factory.

The

original edition was published by the Sel~er Coopa~y.

The

la. ter ed 1 tlons \-:ere published by Brand ":·1:C.en he be ca!Ie an
independent dealer.

The Band Ins·tru.,ent F.eoa1r1n::: z.~rr.Jal

lErlck D .. Brand, -~ ~~ruDent P..~y9.1r1nt!
(Elkhart, Ind.: Erick D. Brand, Inc., 194o_

z.~nual

4

stresses the repair of woodwind instruments .and a fair
amount of brass instrument repair, but there is lit.tle
dealing with percussion.
The Don Keller Company publishes a booklet2 about
clarinet repair that is wr.i tten especially for the public
school band teacher.

Conn•s book on How to Care for Your

~~sical Instrument3 is excellent for care and preventive

maintenanca for the band .instructors.

The

I~king

of

Kusical Instruments 4 also contains valuable information.
Ludwig publishes several books about drum technique and
care.5
There are a number of very good magazine articles
1n Etude and The Instrumentalist.

However, some of these

are overly complicated and too technical for the novice
repairman.
Instrument repair catalogs are very good sources of
information on repair.

The following four catalogs are

2Frank CUmmings and Carl Gutmann, Director and
Student 1 s Band Instrument Repair ~~nual, 5eries I,-ciarinet
(Berkeley: Don Keller ~rusic Company, 1952}
I

I

j

3c. G. Conn, How to Care for Your ~fusical Instrument
(Elkhart, Ind.: C.G.COntl;" Ltd., 195~

I

i

4Thomas C. Young, The I~king of ~~sical Instruments

(New York: Oxford University Fress, 1939)

5r.udw1g and llldwig, Drum and Bugle 1·1anual (Chicago:
I.udwig and Ludl\'ig, Inc., 1936);

Ludwig and Illd\'t1~

Drum

Technioue (Chicago: Ludwig and Ludwi3, Inc., 1936)' ----

5
particularly good.
l.

Erick Brand, lrusical Instruments~ Repair Toole
and _Supplies (Elkhart, Indiana)

2.

C.G. Conn, Ltd., Repair Toolsl Supplies, and
Accessories (Elkhart, Indiana}
·---

3.
4.

Ferree1s MUsic Co., Band Instrument Tools and
-

Supplies (Battle Cre-ek, 1~1ch1gan)
Etl

}~ers ~usic

Co., Repair Tools and Supplies

( On!aha., Nebraska)

There are also good books in related fields such as
metalcraft, lathe operation, and hobby books on soldering.
Other very rich sources of 1nrormat1on for this
study were the various repair shops themselv-es

e-

From

rt.r.

Robert Gordon, Stockton, California, information was
obtained on the repair of all woodwind instruments. with
emphasis on .su.c h things as tightening loose keys·_, straightening bent screws, installing pads, and various cork·ing
techniques.

~as

Information

also obtained pertaining to

brass instruments with emphasis on removal of dents,

soldering, plating techniques, and several techniques for
removal of stuck slides.
Sacramento~

Cali"forn.ia~

Sherman and Clay l·ltsic Company,

contributed inforll!ation .on silver

plating techniques, different methods for removing dents

in brass instruments, and

nel't

ideas on ·a hop layout.

Port-

land City Schools, Portland, Oregon, contributed inrormation on patching brass instrumente, removing -g rease from
the instru~ent before lacquering and new buffing technique.

6

Korten' s

~-fusic

Company, Longvie\'o'., \·t a.sh1nc;ton, contributed

·ini"ormatton on scratch brushing techniques and new ideas on
adjusting

"rood 'irind in s·tru.ment s.

From Ed Myers t Omaha,

Nebraska, information was obtained on lathe techniques,
plating oi" valves and many small operations.
The techniques listed as being learned from these
various sources are general.

The individual and detail.e d

techniques would be too numerous to mention •

Also, tuo

separate repairmen may be found to do a process an
entirely different way but achieve the same results.

CHAPTER III

LIST OF TOOLS AND SUF.PLIES USED IN P.EPAL1i. \·TORK
The follm'ling is a list of basic tools· and supplies
i

ecessary for the most common and frequent repairs to band
I

!n struments.

The iii!portance or soma o·f these tools may

:a.ry \'11th the individual.

List of rena1r ·tools

1.

SUA.LL CLARil'lET-SAXO:PHONE 5CRE\·:DRIVER, RT

175. S

This is used primarily for tightening and loo·een1ng sc·r e\'rs on woodwind 1ns·tru~ents., but has
many general uses.
2.

SPRING EOOK, RT 176. This is used to hook~
unhook and regulate needle springs on \·:ood.l·r1nd
instruments... This tool can be made rr·om a I·r o.
4 crochet hook. A notch will have to be filed
on the opposite end from the hook.

3.

ALCOHOL IA!·~, F.T 418. Thi.s is used for hea. t1ng
cement f.or padding and corking woodrr1nd instruments. It is sometimes used for heatins stuck
slides.

4•

'!'he se can be 6 11
chain nose pliers t~~t are filed down. They
should not have serrations on the jaws to mar
the keys. They are used for adjusting key
mechanisms on all \'IOOd\... 1nd instruments.

5.

NIPP~RS, RT 204a.
These are used
for cutting, removing and installing springs
and other small items.

6.

SK~LL

KEY BENDING PLIERS,. RT 170 •

ANGLE CUTTING

STEEL AUVIL, RT 150.

Any piece o:f steel

8All i"teme listed with an RT number are talt:en from
J.1usical Instruments Reuair Tools and Supplies Ca taloe; 8,

Erick Brand Co., Elkhart, Indiana.

8
w1 th a. pol.is.hed sur:race may be subst1 tuted.
This anvil is used :for "fla tten1ng n·e eC.le sur inc:
heads, :for sharpening heated stick shel.1ac.or ~
cement sticks, and ~or paining metals.

7.

SET OF DIE NAKER 'S FILES OR NEEDLE FILES, F•T
438. They are us·ed frequently around a repo.1r
shop.

8.

SPRING EE?-~OYING PUiWHES, RT 166. These ar.e
used in both removing and driving needle spr1nca
:from the posts.

9.

SHALL LEAD BLOCK, .R T 163. Any piece of lead
over one-half inch thick and flat will work. It
is used as an aid in making brass patches and
removing needle springs. It is also used as a
soft anvil '\'There a steel anvil \'1.111 damage the
part.

10.

JE.1'lELER 1 B SA''/, RT 142. U8 e #4 blades. This 1e
used ror eny small. cutting such as the screw
.sl.ot on \'toodl·rind scre\"IS.

11.

DENT HA1<:!·1ER, RT 515. It 1 s used for any small
hammering such as removin3 dents from brass
1nstrurtents.

12 ..

This II!allet should be
made of rawhide so that it will not ~ar soft
metal or lacquered 1nstrument.s when struck.

13.

BENCH VISE, 4" ja"r.e. A vise is extrex:ely 1~epor
tant for el~ost all repair procedures.

14.

PAD SLICK or PAD Lt.--vELilm TOOL, .RT 172. T.hia ie
a flat, oblong piece of metal used to shift
pads to the· proper posi t1on \·Then regula tint;
'·roodw1nd instrument£.

15.

SI-.:EM'.S • jiT 23 7-. Any tin
They are used for cut tins sheet
metal for patches.

16.

DENT BALL SETS. RT 503, RT 504. liT 505. These
are SJta.ll ., medium and large steel balls and are
uaed to remove dents in bras·s· instruments.

17.

DENT

SI-rALL J.::Au..ET, RT 164.

COl::PO.UKD PATCH
snips \'T111 d.o .

K~STER,

CU~TDrG

RT 600.

This tool makes the dent

9

balls easier to use.

18.

SOLDERING TORCH, RE 423.9 This can b& a prestolite type set w1 th .replaceable, or throw
e."tray, tank. They are a va.1la ble in the t:e.il
order catalogs.

19.

BOLDER HOOK SCRAPER, RT 520. This 1a used to
re~ove excess solder from around r1a.nges or
tub1ne;.

20.

.STRAIGHT -.SOIDErt SCRAPER, RT 177.

It is used

ror general cleaning of soldered jointn.

21.

lEAK LIGHT, RT 409. This is used to t .e et for
leaks in l.,rooduind instrul!!ents.

22.

DRUM HEAD TUCICER, RD ·1 .

23.

Cheap ones can be
bousht in any hardware store and filed to
various widths.

24.

l'·1ED!Ul·1 FULL FILE, 10 11 length, RT 425.

25.

?~~2R.

26.

C CLA}~5. These are available in mail order
ca ta.Io~s or bard\'rare store-a • One or Ir.ore C
clamps~are invaluable for holding two or ~ore
articles together.

27 •

KEY B?..USHE.S • A tooth brush and a S:!!!all paint
brush \'till serve.

28.

10

This is used for
tucking drum heads • A bent spoon ht!ndle l'rill
serve the sal!!e purpose.

l··IISCELI.ANEOUS SCF.E,f.DRIVEP..S.

One safe
edge. This file is used for dressins cork
tenons.

This 1s used to enlarge holes and is
available in mail order catalogs.

!~Gr~T.

houses.

This is available at ~ail order
A magnet is invaluable for tind1ns

10

small metal objects that have been dropped.
This could be an old

29.

STRAIGHT EDGE KNIFE.
straight razor.

30.

HONE.

31.

,t>~·;i!:.DGING PLIEP~, RT 168.
These are used
for stretching woodwind keys to tighten them
and take up loose action~

32.

'FILE CLEAli iNG BOARD.

33.

A hone is necessary to keep the straight
edge knife sharp.

KEY

This is used to keep
files cle-an and free from rust.

Sl~LL AND KEDIUl·f PIVOT COUNTER BOP.E:;:),

RT 167.

These a·re used for taking .up action on solid
hin5e keys.

34.

PAD SEAT REA:t-·I E&3, RT 197.

35.

HINGE TUBING BF,OACH, RT 153.

36.

\'iOOD\"!IiW

37.

ELECTf.IC DRILL~ Electric drills are available
from mail order houses.

38.

0? DKILLS. These should range from one
sixty-fourth to one-fourth of an inch by intervals or one sixty-fourth. Drills No. 1 - 60,
inclus.1 ve, .may also be used. T.hes·e are available from mail order houses.

39.

THOl·::F60N l.STAL TENOl-i EXP.Ai~..JEF•• ~T

40.

CROSS FIN EEKOVnm FL!Efi.S. These pliers are
used for removing cross pins from flutes and

These are used to

remove or dress down slight chips in pad seats
Of wooden instruments.
Thi.s is us.ed to
free hollow hinge tubing after swedging.

SCRE:~·j BLOCK, P.S 325. 11 This is s·imply
a block of wood with holes drilled part way
t~~ough to keep woodwind screws and springs in
proper order when removed from the instrument.

01~ ~ET

244. The
expander is used for tightening or expanding
saxophone necks and flute· tenons.

11Ib1d.

11

oboes. ~hey can also be used for removing
broken needle sprin~s.
List Qf repair supplies
1.

GREASE A:ND OIL

a.

Trombone slide oil
Valve oil
Key oil
Slide grease
Penetrating oil
Cork grease

b.
c.
d.

e.
t:.
2.

ADHESIVES AND

IAC~UER

a.

s -tick shellac for installing_ cork and saxo-phone pads •

b.

Wh1 te stick cement for installing l·!oodl'lind
pads-.

c.

One can of spray lacquer (aerosol)

3.

FIFE

4.

SETS OF PADS FOR ALL \'i'OODT.·: IND IliT-5 TftUl-:ENTB.

5•

CLEAl~

As

the ·pads are used they may be replaced. Later,
it may be found that certain sizes of pads are
used ~ore than others. For- example, on a
clarinet sizes of 9, 9t, 11, llf, 12, 15 and
16! are the most used.
COP.X A11']) FELT

a.

Sheet cork. The .most rrequently used thickness-es of sheet cork are one thirty-second
of an 1n.ch, one-eighth of an inch, threesixteenths of an inch, and one-fourth of an
inch.

b.

Cork tubes. This includes cork for valve
stem corks on trumpets, baritones and
basses. It also includes cork tubes for
flute head corks, ta pe·red saxophone neck
corks and tro~bone slide bumpers.

c.

Solid cork cylinders. This cork is used for
brass instrument 1·Ta ter keys and French horn

l2

rotary valve bumpers.
d.

6.

7.

Felt. Assorted sizes of felt nre used for
saxophone key bumpers and valve stem felts.

SPRINGS

a.

Assorted needle sprine;s for wood\.;ind 1nstru:rrents.

b.

Flat springs ror woodwind instruments.

c.

Assorted valve springs in sets of three.

d.

Assorted water key springs.

SC~lS

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Assorted
Assorted
Assorted
Assorted
Assorted
Assorted

pivot scre.ws ..
ligature screws.
sousaphone bell holding screws~
screws for lyre holders.
screws for saxophone necks.
flat spring screws.

8•

1-!A T CHES

9.

SOUE:RING E.U~PLIES

a.

Seventy-thirty so.ft s·older. Regular solder
sold in bar<htare stores is not acceptable.
The seventy in the nu~ber stand3 for the
percentage of tin content. Thirty stands
for the percentage of lead contained in tte
solder. Regular- solder sold in r..arol:are
stores is fifty-fifty.

b.

Soldering flux. This is obtainable
band instrument repair catalogs.

c.

Silver solder.

band

instru~ent

fro~

the

This is obtainable froo the
repair catalogs.

d.

Borax.

e.

Sheet brass. This is usej for patches on
brass instru~ents. An old brass instru.t:ent,
cut up, will serve.

It is used as a silver solder flux.

13
f.

10.

11.

Iron bindine; wire. It is used to hold t\·ro
pieces \1h1ch are to be soldered.

ABRASIVES

a.

Ema~J cloth.
Grades of 180 - 400 grit are
used. It is available at autotJ.ob11-a supply
houses.

b.

Brass polish. This is used to hand polish
all brass instruments~

c.

Silver touch-up polish. This 1s available
in band instru~ent repair catalogs.

d.

F.owdered pumice. It is used for
grinding brass valves.

~appiDG

or

I-IISCEUANEOUS

a.

Shoe string. It is u:sed to tie do"m tenon
cork lihen installed.

b.

Supp-ly

c.

vlooden wede;es for holding dm·m saxophone

o~

double edge razor blades.

keys_-..

d.

One set of testing corks.

e.

Leather strap.

f.

Trumpet and trombone cleening rode.

g.

Drum key.

An old leather belt will do.

CHAFTm TV
CARE, STOE.AGE, AND CLEANING OF WOOD~HND INSTF.UKENT::$

Instruments should be kept in their cases when not
in use to prevent accidental breakage.

All woodwinds

should be dried before they are put away because the pads
will last ··much longer and the instrument will remain more
s·ani tary.

It is doubly necessary to keep wooden instru-

ments dry to avoid their cracking and checking.

The beat

,1ay to remove the moisture is w1 th a chamois swab tied to

a strong pi.ece of cord t:1th -a weight on one end.

This

should be pulled through the instrument several times
until the bore is dry.

A tur1rey feather is 1dea·l for dry-

ing the small upper bore of an oboe.
The principal reasons that woodwind instruments
~rack

or uheck are a marked change of temperature and of

lmm1d.i ty.

Violent changes in temperature are most often

caused when a player brings his instrument into a 1.;arm
room after having had it outdoors.

If the player

atte~ts

to play the cold instrument immediately, he may be in for
trouble.

It i ·s best to let the ins tr.ument tc·arn up slowly

to the room temperature before attempting to play.

ity will effect wood in a similar

~anner.

Humid-

Moist breath

blown into a cold instrument causes moisture to condense
ins ide.

The moisture will then caus-e the ins tru~ent to
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cra.ck.
Ve·r y 101-r humid! ty will cause. a woode.n tnstrument to

shrink slightly.

The rings then become loose.

The posts

may also become loose and twist slightly, thus caus ins the·

mechanical action to slow or even stop.
humid

~-leather,

During extremely

pJ.ace a piece or camphor gum in the cane to

help absorb moisture.

In extreme-ly dry \'.'eather a moistened

s _ponge placed in the case \'till help keep the humidl ty at a

proper level.
The wood used in makinG woodwind

' been

thorougr~y

instrument.

instru~ents

r~s

steeped in oil berore it 1s made into nn

This. oil will quickly be replaced by water

condensation unless the instrument is oiled at various
intervals.

This is ·especially important 1n new 1nstr~=cnts

\·: hich should be oiled about once a. week for tb:e :first
three or four months.

After tha·t they should be oiled c. t

least on.ce .a year, or more o·: rten if the climo.te de:r.an.i:>.
If the pores of the wood are filled with oil the da~c.gin5
, moisture can not enter.

Bassoon bores should not be oiled

as t .hey have a rubber liner l-thich does not absorb ,.~ater.

good way to oil the bore of an 1natru~ent is to dip part of
your chamois into bore oil and pull it throush the horn.
Fads should be protected by plac.i ng \'Taxed paper unier eo.cn

one to keep the oil a\·ray.
¥roving parts on l~o-od\·lind instru.I!!ent.s should be
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oiled periodically, as conditions "'arrant.

Th1o cn.n bo

done by putting a -smal"l drop of oil on the end ot' e. toothpick and placine; one on each point or movement.

!ll.n1pu-

1e. te the key eo as to \·rork the oil into the bear1ns -o r
joint.

Use oil sparingly and '""ipe of't: excess since the oil

will pick up dirt and srit which will eventually slow the

mechanism.

About once a year all the keys should be

removed, the hinges cleaned '"1 th pipe- cleanerG to e;et rid
of all excess dirt.

011 aea1n \'ti th :fresh oil before tho

keys. are replaced.

·c ork grease should be used on all co_rl: covered

tenons to protect the cork :from tear1ne;-o

It 1~ also u£ed

as a pre.servative to help keep the carle soft and pliable,
thus keeping the joint-s airtight and snug f1 t tine.
Never store a \·:ood\i1nd instrument close to e. source

of heat, such as a hee.. ter or furnace, since 1 t l'!ill cause
cracking.

\':hen putting instrur.:ents into storase for e.

lone; time, such as three :months summer vc.ca t1on, woo::len

.i nstruments should have the 1r bores o1le.i e.nd. ell \·:oo::!\·T ind s

should have the.ir me c'b.ani sms o 1led •

It is ah;ays adv-isable to 1·:ipe the l:eys l:it!". e. clean

ras after use.

~tion on ~~e
1-:oisture f'rom persp 1 •....
·
.....

be quite damaging to the II!e-cbanizu: as \·:ell as_ tl:e
the instrument.

r~n::!~

c~n

f1n1ch

o~

This rag should be lint free as tt.e lint

i·lill \>tork under the keys.

Lint and dust under J:eys -can be
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removed with -a ny brush such as a B"li!all paint brush or even

an old shaving brush.

A more thorough cleaning can be

done when all keys are removed when cleaning the hinges

and bearings.

Care should be taken to avoid the needle

springs when cleaning as they are very sharp and can rnake

a pa1Dful wound.
Poli-shing of keys shou-ld be done with ex.treme care
as metal cleanera and polishes are very damaging to pads.
Also, many silv-er polishes are corrosive to the bearings
and screws 1r it 1s- worked into them.

Denatured alcohol on

a rag rubbed against a bar of white buffing

co~pound

well for polishing keys as it :is non- corros 1 v e •

works

For me tal

.instrull!ents it is b-est to remove all .keys and scrub the
instrument with soap and water.

taken with the needle springs.
removed this

~ay

Care -again should be

The stain that cannot be

can be taken off with commercial metal

polish.
Woodwind mouthpieces- should ah1ays be cleaned in

lukewarm rTater as hot water will soften the material and
cause it to warp.

N-e ver run a hard brush or an instrument

swab through a mouthpiec-e as the opening 1s much s~raller

than the bore of the instrument.

A soft rag, such as a

handkerchief, pulled through a mouthpiece is best.

--- ·-- ·- - - -

CHAl'TLl{ V

REPAIR OF TI-.::E C.IAF.I:~T

\"lhen checking a :faulty instrum-ent, begin by exa!r.1ning each of the pads to see if 1 t
is broken.

is scu..ffeJ or 1f the akin

Those that be.v·e the sides t·rorn should bo

replaced as the .felt underneath the skin '·1111 not be air-

tight and the instrument '·till be hard to blo1.·: .

two ways to check for leaky pads.
leaklight.

'!'hero a::-o

One 1e the uso of a

Place the light inside the instrument, unjer-

neath the tone hole, and lightly close the l:ey.

r:r 11c.ht

shines anywhere around the tone hole, i·t is l .e al::in5.

Another '·ray is by taking each joint and plu:!s1ns tho end
\'lith e. cork.

Close all the keys and place the joint to

your lips, blot-ring into the open end.

Air \·Till escape

throue;h the· leaking pad.

If' all the pads are t1sh.t tt.ere

'·rill be no es-caping air.

Caution!

Do not blO\\' too herd.

as some of the ke.ys held dmm by springs \'Till be :'arced

open...

An ideal "rray to blol.·: is by short, lis.ht puf:~~ into

the instrument.

If the instrument 1s t1Eht 1 t lt1ll. r~ ve e.

....venaency
~
to sprinG back into the mou th •

A len1.:1n.:
-·- - in5tru-

ment \'1111 have a .spongy feeling or a not1ceab·l e loss of
a.ir from the mouth ...
All key mechanis~s should be checked to see if t~ey
are working f'reely.

Slm·t or sluggish mecr..anisms can be

.,
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caused by several things.

Some of the most common causes

include rusted screws, clogged bearings, bent lons screwo,
bent hinges, t\;risted posts (espe.cially on instrurr.entG of
~ood

or composition materials) and improper spring tennion.
D1sas sembly and assembly pro·cedure s.

In order to

keep the screws and springs in proper sequence, uGe a
"\'loo.:ien block w1 th holes. drilled

in 1 t •

There are many

different procedure a for re-xi!ov.ing the keys.

One way is to

remove the keys in order or placement rrom the top to the
bottom of the joint.
on the drilled board..
use.

Place the s-crews in proper sequence
Figure l shoHs the ,.,.ooden blocl: in

There are a .f ·ew exceptions to this sequence as

so~e

keys lie under others and can not be removed until the key
above it is removed.
positions.

Chart. 1 on page 21 shows

thc~e

For 1ns·tance, key 9 lies under the 10 key.

3! key lies unJer the lower ring on the top joint.
on the lower joint 11.es beneath the lm·;er rin6s.
!-<..ey li.e s under the

Key

LH keys.
Disassembly_ procedure for the top .loint.

Remove the octave or speaker key.

2.

Remove the 10 key.

3. Remove the 9 key.
4.

4t

Tl:e 7 RH

6t RH, 7 RH, 7i RH, 8 RH, 7?r LH. end 8

1.

The

Rereove the thumb ring "from the bott.om of the
clarinet.
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FIGURE 1
D!Sl· - TLED CLARlli
PR GS I.i
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CHART 1
CLARINET KEY CHART
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Note~

~ometimes

the top two keys, X and Y, will
be on the same hinge.

11.

Remove the 2t key.

12.

Remove the

3t

key.

Disassembl.Y: I?rocedu.re for the lower joint.
1.

Remove the finger rings assembly 4, 5, and 6.

2.

Remove the 4-i- key.

3 -.

Remove the 7t LH key.

4.

Remove the 8 LH key.
Not-e:
The 7 LH and 8 LH keys may both be
same hinge.

s.

Remove the

6.

Remove the 8 RH key ..

7.

Remove the

8 ..

Remove the 7 LH key ..

6t
7!

on the

RH and 7 RH key assembly.

RH key.

Removing the needle springs.

Grasp the spring about

one-fourth of an ·inch :from the post w1 th aide cutting
nippers.

Grasp ti-ghtly but not s.o tightly that the spring

l\•111 be cut off.

~·11th

another pair of pliers grip the

cutting nippers and the post; then close the pliers.
Figure 2 shows this proc-e dure.

Be sure tha. t the pliers
'

clear the spring hole so that the spring can back ou.t.

If

the cutting nippers slip on the spring, grip 1t slightly
tighter.

It 1s best when all needle springs are to be

removed to keep them in proper order.

The easiest method

is to place the springs in the drilled block with their

FIGUP.E 2
REKOVING A

G

-I
I
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corresponding screws.
Removing

broken soring.

~

If there is a stub

protruding from the post, grip it with the side cutting
nippers.

One cutting edge should be on the spring and the

other on the ·post.

Closing the pliers ''lfll back the stub

out of the post • . Be careful to have the cutting ede;E3
either belo'\'r or above the spring hole so tba t the· spring
,.Till be .able to ba·ck out freely.
If the spring is broken off f'lush with the po.s t the

post II!UBt first be removed by uns·cre'\·Ting it out of the body.

Then the broken spring can be remove.d by driving it out
1-11 th a spring punch.

Drive the spring into a lead block.

Figure 3 illustrates this process.

For metal clarinets on

"i'lh1ch the post can. not be removed, back the post

'\'t1 th

a

lead block and drive .it out.
Fitting~~

needle spring.

Select the largest

size needle sprine; that will enter the· desired hole.

Place

the key in pos1 t1on and allow about one. thirty-second. of an
inch to. project beyond the spring hook.

Bend the needle

sharply at the back end of the post to give it the exact
length required for this particular key.
and cut it off a.t the bend.
temper.
anvil.

Remove the spring

Heat the cut e.n d to reduce the

Then flatten the end sli5htly with a
This will

"Ti tho.ut turning.

~ake

ham~er

and

the spring hold tightly in the post
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FIGURE 3
• .OVD G A PR G THAT I BRO
FLU H ITH T iE PO T
I

!
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Replacing

needle spring.

Pre.ss the spring into

place by using the diagonal cutting method in the same

manner as for removing a short spring stub.

The action can

be regula ted by bending the sprins to gain more tens·ion.

The greater the bend the stiffer the action.

Tightening

~

loose post in !.. \otooden .Q!: conmos1t1on

.

body.

Remove the keys and springs arounJ. the affec·ted

post.

Unscrew the post

~rom

the body.

In most cases a

small sand paper shim can be cut in· the form ot a washer
and placed under the .shoulder of the post.

When screwed

back into positiont it uill become quite tight.
TighteninF

~

joint ring.

This can be done by wrap-

ping paper or cloth around the tenon and hammering the
ring over it.

When the ring is tightly fitted and driven

three-fourths o-r the way 1nt.o position, trim off all

I
I

visible material and drive the ring fully into position.
T1_ghten1ng loose _k eYs.

Solid

hins~

tubing keys can

be tightened by reaming out the post ao that the short
screw can protrude throu3h the post further, thus tightenr~nge

ing the key.

Swe1g1ne pliers are needed for open

tubing keys.

.Be sure. that the long screw .is inserted into

the hinge before

atte~pt1ng

to swedge or squeeze the key.

To S\"redge simply §:rasp the end of the hinge '\11th the
proper size hole 1n the Sl'tedglng _p liers.

this position.

Close the pliers

Figure 4 shows

~oderately

tightly and
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FIGU E 4
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rotate the pliers.

This squeeze-s. the tubing and stretches

it.

Raplac1nB pads.

There are several different types

or pads such as the bladder pad, the tan or leather covered, and a new rubber type pad called Perma pads .

The

bladder pad is the least durable but the most desired since
it gives better tone -production.

The other p:lds are more·

durable but l'lill tend to harden when they come into contact
\'t1 th

:moisture.

be d1ff1cul t

The bardenins \'Till cause the instrument to

to play because of nrinute air leal::s.

The

Parma pad is new and as yet hasn 1 t been tried very much ...
There are three th1clrnesses of bladder pads -medium, and thin.

th1c~

Of these the medium is most desirable as

the thick one can not be adjusted. into the pad cup as
easily a.s the thinner ones.

The thin pads do not have

enough felt backing to keep the pad soft with prolonged
use and this may cause i :t to l.eak.

Before installing the

bla.dcler pad, puncture the edge \'t1th a needle -s o that 1 t
\"till not s'·re 11 when he a ted •

.Heat the pad cup over the flame until hot enough to
I!!el t

the cement ·at a touch...

The-n melt the cement directly

over the open flar:::e and let the liquefied cement drip .into
the pad cup until 1 t is about half full.

The heated pe.d

.cup '\'till keep the oecent in 11qu1d form.

Let the cup cool

until the ce.reent is about the consistency of thick syrup.

---~ -·

..-----
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A good test for proper consistency is to tilt the cup from

.cide to side.
Place the pad in the cup and see tba t the pad is
Th1 s can be done ·be fore the ce ~ant be come a

.sea ted evenly •
hard.

If cement ooze a· out under the edge of the cup. the

pad Has put in while the cement \·/as still too hot or too

r:r

much ceii!ent \·; as used.

the pad does not s-tic1::, the

ce-m ent was too cold or there was not enough cement in the
cup.
Replace the key on the instrument and see
pad seats on the tone hole.

It should touch all around at

If the pad touches first at the back, it is

the same time.

too thickA

the

ho\·T

If the pad touches first at the front, it is

too thin.
To regulate the sea t1ng of the pad., re.hea t the pad

cup just enough to soften but not to .melt the cen;e.n t.
Shift the pad \·r ith the pad slick so that it \'lill lie flat
Figure 5 illustrates this step \·r1th. the

on the. tone hole.

Then press the key a little harder than ordi-

pad slick.

nary playing pressure.

This will seat the pad.

Tonex and tan or leather pads fit all the way into
These pads a..r e applied l-ti th a S!:!all at!ount of

the pad cup.

To apply the stick shellac, sirr!ply heat

the st1c1c shellac.

the pad cup and touch. the stick

s~~lle.c

be· bent in order to make adjustments

•

-

-

•

•

•

-

· -

-

-

•

•• -

•

0

-

to

t'li th

it~

Keys

~st

t!-..is type of pad.
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FIGURE
SHIFTING A PAD

5

ITH A PAD SLICK

Straighten1nFt hinge tubing and sc.rews.

s .o rew will bind when placed on 1 ts hinge.

:31
Otten a long

This can be

oau s .ed by e-1 ther a bent. hinge or a bent a crew, or by n.

combination of the two.
first.

Check the trueness

or

the screw

This can b.e done by _placing the screw 1n the chuck

of a drill and rotating it.

If there 1a a wiggle, 1t indi-

cates a bent screw which w.111 .cause the hinge to bind.

To

straighten the screw, drill a hole in the end of a ple.oe or

hard wood, such as a hammer handle.

The hole should be

slightly larger than the screw which you wish to

~tra1ghten.

While the s·crew is being held 1n· the. chuck, slip the piece

or wood with the hole in it over the. screw.

shows this procedure.

Figure 6

As the· screw is rotatins, twist the

piece o~ wood hard so that it causes the screw to bend
slightly.

In this position, move the piece of wood a~ay

rrom the chuck .s·o as to cause the bend to move alone the

shaft while it is revo1v1ng at high speed.

Release the

t\1"1st1ng pres sure before the drill stops or the acrev '11111
become bent. a·g ain.
operation.

Reverse the screw and repeat the ea!%!e

Any chuck marks left on the s -crew should be

sanded smooth.

Caution!

This method should no·t be ueed

"11 tb screws that have holes 1n them for pins·, such as
those on the flute and oboe r .ods •

The pressure will cs·u se

them to break at the holes •

In order to check the hinge tube. place 1 ts screw 1n
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FIGURE 6
S

IGHTENI G A HINGE S
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I~

the hinge •

the s cre1·i f1 ts vc ry t 1shtly ,_ you w111

notic-e slight bends in the hinge tubing by s1c ht1ns alone
the hinge.

This is some\-tha t similar to s1sht.1ns alone a

gun barrel and a.it!ing.

Uhen a hiGh spot- 1s located,

support the hinse on both sides of the high a pot l:1 th the
f"in s ers or \'/ooden blocks.

Tap the h1-t;h spot lichtly l-:1 th

a Sli!.all haiP..mer bandle to straig hten the .hinge.
pictured ·i n Figure 7..

This 1s

Leave the s cre'\'T in the hin;:e '\'Then 1 t

is being tapped since a blo\-T to an e:!r.pty h1nc;e \·till
the tube.

A~ter

each blol1, try moving the scre\'l to see if

it moves more easily.
sprin~ing

do.~n c e

If the high spots are too

sw~ll,

try

the hinge bet\·reen tuo flne;ers and the thu!:!b of

one hand while moving the scre\·1 back and forth in the hinse
tube \·11th the other hc.nd.

Keep turnin g the hin :;:e around

and applying pressure at the di:ff'erent points.

\':l:enevcr

the thull!b pressure in any position ca.useo the hin s e scrm·:

to move easily, the hit;h spot has been _found.

Usually, the

best way to spring a key is to use the f1rot an5 second, or
the first and third, fin s ers on tl:e botton! of tee h1n,::e

'\·:1 th the thur.:b on the top.

A trua scre'\'1 in a true hinc;e

'\<' 111 cause the key to :Call or S\vlns under 1 ts mtn \·:-e 1t:llt.
Corli:.1n_s keys..

Be :fore renovine; the old corl:s be sure

to notice their thicl:ne.ss and lihether the t:~c::ness is
sa tisi'actory.
I

I
I
I

I

To remove old cork, heat the key so tha·t the

adhesive becomes soft.

The old c-orl~ •·:ill then drop off

l

I
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very easily.

Scrape the entire surface to be covered by

the cork so that a clean and fresh surface w.111 ho.ld the
One of the chief reasons· f'o.r corl::s falling

new adhesive.

off is that the surface was cleaned improperly.

Adhesive

will not stick to greasy or oily key·s .
Reheat the key over the flame with the corking
surface up.

It should be just hot e.n ough so that \ihen the

adhesive is touched to the key it \'1·111 melt.

Do not heat

the key so much that 1 t \':ill burn or boil the ad he s 1ve.

A

sood test for. checking the amount of heat is to occas1onalzy
touch the adhesive to the key while it is heating.

When

tM adhesive is. melted, press the cork to the key and hold

it there until it cools.

Have a rag handy· as a hot key

will almost certainly burn your hands.
'"When cool, the cork can be cut to the shape of the

key as shown· 1n Figure 8.
double edge razor blade.

Use a co.rk knife or a half of a

Be sure that the cutting tools

are kept sharp since a dull edge will tear rather than cut
the cork.

Beveling the cork will make a. neater job and

will help keep the cork from being torn or

scuffe~

off the

key ..
Corking a tenon joint.

w1 th a scraper.

Remove the old cork and glue

Use a cork one-sixteenth of a:n inch thick.

cut a strip of cork as wide as the tenon and long enough to
go around the joint plus about one-fourth of an inch lap

36

FIGURE 8
SHAPING A KEY CORK
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where the ends meet.
good Jaint.

F~~er

Bevel both ends of the corlt for a
the cork or squeeze it in the vise.

This w-111 soften the cork and preve.n t 1 t !"rom crack1nc;
"'hen bent around the tenon.
Heat the shellac to a syrupy texture and apply

spots of 1 t t ·o the cork space around the joint.

a~all

P.oa t the

joint over a small flame until the shellac :floHs ee.s1ly
into the entire groove. · Be careful not to burn the wood or
the shellac.

The bes·t method is to rotate the instrument

over the flame.

llh1le the shellac is hot., wra·p the cork

around the tenon and let the excess shellac cover the lap

joint on the cork.

the cork.

Wind twine in a tight, even layer over

Start at the back of the joint and wind in the

same direction as the lap.

\·lith a plasti-c II!Outhpiece or

plastic instrument, insert a reetal or wood plus in the
bore as the plastic will become quite soft whEm heated.

Crystal mouthpieces may crack when heated so 1t is best to
use liquid adhesive with them.

The procedure is the sa~e

as before but the cement should be allol'red to dry ·twenty:four hours before the t1·1ine is ret!oved.
When the joint .is cool, remove the tl'Jine and dress
the cork dmm with a cork dressing flle, as shown in

Figure 9.

The cork should not be dressed dol-m too II!UCh as

1 t \'1111 eventually compress e.nd cause. the joint to become
loose.

Use cork grease on the new cork and work it into
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its socket.

If it fits too tightly, wipe off the cork and

dress it down further.

Remember that new -corks should fit

tightly.
Metal clarinet joints are done the same way as wood
or plastic -except that the shellac is put on and allowed to
cool before the cork is put on.

The cork is then placed

over the cool shellac and tied with twine before it is
heated from the inside.

Figure 10 illustrates this.

l'lhen

the she-l lac is mel ted, turn the cork on ita tenon to
distribute tJie shellac evenly.

Be careful not to burn the

cork when it is heated over the open flame.
Adjusting keys.

The width of the key openings can

be adjusted t\'10 diff'erent ways.
the cork stop.

bending the key.

The best way is to trim

It is also possible to adjust the-m by
However, since the keys may break \-:hen

they are bent, be-n ding should be avoided as much as is
possible.

Adjust1n6 the bridge key connection.

Tha keys at

the bridge connection should be in perfect alignment.
When the rings on the bottom jo.1 nt are pressed, the lower

ring on the top joint should close at exactly the same
time.

If the top one fails to close all the way, cork may

be added to the top part of the bridge.

If the top ring

clo.ses before the bottom one, the top of the bridge key
should be bent up slightly or part of its cork can be

40
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removed.
Adjusting the r1nps.

Adjustment of rings should be

done :for the .individual player.

A thin :fingered person

should have the rings lie a little above the tone hole
because the ·thin fingers protrude farther into the ring
than fatter

Conversely, a player with fat fingers

~ingers.

'

i

\,

must have the top of the ring even with the top of the tone
hole when it reaches the bottom of a stroke.

If it is not
I

adjusted in this way, the ring would finish its .stroke
before the finger touched the tone hole.

Raise the ring by

slipping the pad slick under the ring and pushing slightly
on the pad cup or the key to which the rings are attached.
Figure 11 sho\'1S how this procedure 1s carried out...

Lower

the· rings by simply pushing down on the cutter edge with
the tip of a pair of pliers.
Adjusting the 7t RH, 8 RH, and 6-f, ke:re.
the adJustment

or

To check

the 8 RH and 6t keys, simply press the

pad cup of the 8 RH key.
exactly the same time.

·The 6f key should close at

If the 8 RH key closes first the

crm'l 1 s. foot may be. bent up slightly or cork may be added to
the craw's foot.

If the

foot may be bent d O".·:n •
Figure 12, page 43.

6!

key closes first, the craw's

The s. e ad juE tm-en ts are s ho\'1n in

Adjustments '\·t ill be needed when new

pads are installed in either or both keys.

If a pad is

added, be sure to notice how much the old pad extended

I
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FIGURE 11
ADJUbTING A FING
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FIGURE 12
ADJU .... TING THE CROV 1 S FOOT
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above the cup..

If the ne'\-t pad is placed at approximately

the saree height, little adjustment will be necessary.

The

7-~- RH keys

cro\-t 1 s foot should be touching both 8 RH and

\Ihen open.
Adjusting the 7-?;- LH and 8 IJl lceys,.
is to eliminate noise or clickinG•

Adjustment here

It is usually caused by

w.o rn out .slcin silencers l-there the end pin !'its into ·the key
that 1 t manipulates.

Us.e a. round slcin washer about one-

fourth of an inch across.

Flace tha washer on tho tip of

the pin and place the pin in its proper hole,

Adjusting the

2

and lO_keys.

If there is an adjust-

.1 ng s c.re'\'1 on the 10 key, the adjustment can eas·ily be made.
·Turn the s cre\·r either in or out so tr..a t \·Then the 9 l::ey is

touched there is a vern.; small amount of play.

.is too far in the 10 key will remain open.

If the scrc\'1

If it 1s ·too

:far out the 9 key uill not.. raise l'rhen the 10 key io press-

ed.

\ihen there is no adjusting scre'\'r, the re(5Ulat1on r:J.ay

be ~ade by insertinG a piece of cork at tee place '\'/here

9 key raises the 10 key.

Adjustment can also be made by

placing either a thicker or a thinner pad, whichever is

needed., on the 10 key.
'\·t aste motion be tHe en the

The main idea is to e.limina te
t'\iO

keys.

t:i.lB
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CHAPTER VI
REPAIR OF THE FLUTE
!

A raul. ty :flute should be checked for leaks and worn

~.

1

'
: ;

pads in the same manner as described for the repair of theclarinet.

The method of checking key mechanisms is also

the same as described for the clarinet.

i

II

•I'
tJ
•' i
.'

r
'!

Disassembly and assemblY procedures.
keys from the

~lute

Remove the

1n their order of placement, starting

at the top and working to the bottom of each joint.

Place

the screws in their proper aequenca on the drilled board.
There are three exceptions to this sequence and are shown
Since key 3-i lies beneath -the 3 and 2 key

by Chart 2.

assembly, key

3i

must_b.e removed last.

Both the D and D

sharp trill keys lie bene-a th the 4, 5, and 6 key assembly
and can not be removed until the 4, 5, and 6 key assembly
1s removed.

The D and D sharp trill. keys also 11e ben-eath

the needle springs for the 6· and 5 keys.

Disassembly and assembly Qrocedures -~ the top
Joint.
1.

Remove the Th and B f .la.t ke_y assembl
can be on two separate hinges but
y. Thes e
o.f 'ten ·a single assembly.
are most

2 ..

Remove the 1, 2., and A key· assembly.
Remo,e the 3 and B key assembly.

-- --

' :

These springs

must be taken o:f:f before the trill k~ys can be removed.

-~---·-·- -·- --·- -· ··-- .

"

, I

r:. I
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4.

Remove the 4, 5, 6, and C key

5.

Remove the D and D sl'..arp trill 1-::eys. 'Three
cros.s lo eking pins II!US t be removed :rrom the
solid hin3e in order to separate the 4, 5, 6t
and C key assembly. The key l'lill then slide off
the hinge. The 1 and A key assembly ~nd the D
and D sr~rp key assembly can also be senerated
in the same manner. A special pin removinG
plier can also be used to remove theee pins.

6.

Remove the 3t key.

aaee~bly ..

Disassembly procedure for the bottom joint.
-6~ ,,

7, and 7} keys.

1.

Remove. the

2.

Remove the roller from the· 7 .key .•

3.

Remove the rolle.r from the 7i key, if' there is
one.

Assembly-procedure.

Replace the keys in the

reverse order of the disassembly.
RemovinG whole Q£ broken needle springs.

This

procedure is the same as for the clarinet and has already
been described in the clarinet section, page 22.
F1 tting

dure is the

and replacing needle sprinp:s.

sa~e

This pro-ce-

as for the clarinet and .has already bean

described on _p age 24 of the clarinet section .•
TighteninG a loose tenon joint.

A loose tenon joint

can be tightened by the use of a Thompson joint expander.
Place the tenon over the 10\·te·r lTheel and. screw· the upper·
\-Theel do\"m snugly but not too tightly.
trates this operation..

Figure 13 illus-

.Eo tate the tenon, thus stretching

it and causing a tighter joint.

Take care not to over
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stretch the tenon as it '\'Till not f"i t back into the socke-t.

Tightening looee keys.

Solid hinge tub1ns keys can

be tightened by tapping the post to ·bend it- in.

In !!!ost cases just a light tap '·rill be·

tightens the key.
sufficient.

This

Hollow hinge- tubing can be tightened by a,.;eds-

1ng, a. process that has already been descr-ibed on pase 26

of the clarinet section.
Reolacin~

pads.

I.

i

All types of flute vads, whether

they are bladder, Tonex., or the new Parma pads, are
installed .in the same manner.

All f'lute pads, w1 th the

exception of the trill keys and the ·1 key, are punched in
doughnut fashion.

Thes-e punched pads are held in place by

a screw and a washer.

~·;hen

an old pad is removed., be sure

to notice if there are any paper washers underneath.

This

will indicate hm·r deep the pad should be placed in the
cup.

It is best to try the new pad in the cup with the

same thickness of the original washers..

If the pad

touches at the back of the tone hole first it is too thick.
Some of the washers should be removed.

If the pad touches

the front of the tone hole and leaves the back open, it is
too thin.

A fe1,.1 paper washers should be added. until the.

pad covers the tone hole- on all edges at exactly the
time.

sa~e

The 1 and the 2 trill keys 1 pads are installed. by

the use of' cement.

This procedure has been des·cribed on

pac:e 28 in the clarinet sec-t ion.

.,

...

- ·--··· - -· - ·
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Straip:htenins hinp:e tubinR and screws.

for the 1 key and the
straightened in the

6~,

The scren'l

7, and 7i key asserebly is

sa~e ~anner

1

as has been described on

:i
I

pege 31 in the clarinet se ·c tion.

The scre\·: s for the 4, 5,

and 6 key assembly and the trill l:;:eys are more difficult to

straighten since they have the holeE for the cross lockinG
pins drilled in them.

This pro.cedure has also

been described on pago 31 in the clarinet
keys.

;

These scre\'IS must be stra1f:htened in

the same manner a.s hinge tubing.

Recorl~ins

II

section~

This procedure .1 a the same as for

the clarinet and has already been described on page 33 in

the clarinet section.
Ad.1usting keys.

Uost · flutes have a;ijust1n s scre\·rs

for keys \"Jhich l·r ork to5ether.

For instance, the 6, 5, and

4 key assembly will separately or all three
key

c.

All must be closed simultaneously.

to ~ ether

close

A method of

checking this is to close key 5 with one fin s er and press

key C to see if 1t is

co~pletely

closed.

If key C doe&

no·t close, tighten the adJusting screl': until it does.

If
l,

key C closes first, back off the adjusting scre1·: until

both keys close at the .same time.
for the 6 and 4 keys.

P.epe~t

the same process

The same process should also be

COD:!pleted l'11 th the 1 and. A key as .s.el!!bly.
Ad.1ust·in3 the bridge 1r.ey.

'llhen key 4 is depressed

the A key should close at exactly the

sa~e

time.

If the A

i,

lii
r
I
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key fails to close completely, add a little
l~ey

top of' the bridge

connection.

cor~

to the

If I:ey 4 ta11.3 to close

completely, bend the top of the brid.5e key up\·Tar.J. :;;liGhtly
until both keys close
Adjusting

th~

simultaneou~ly.

1 and 'Ez lceys.

closed when key 7 is depressed.
11 t tle cork to key 7-~- .

r:r

lcey

Key 71! should bo

rr it

is ztill opon, cdd a

7-ft closes bo fore l:o y 7,

1

i .:
I .
I

remove a little cork from tho same point.
Adjusting the head

cork~

Usually the flute clean1ns

..
i

rod has an inscribed ring on the end opposite the eye loop.
i'lhen the rod is placed in tho bore of the hoc.d joint this
ring should shm·t at the center of the embouchure hole.
Adjustment of the head cork is m~de by unscre,~·in c the

crotvn slightly fo.r a turn or so and then pushing the cork
in.

The cork can be adjusted out.,.,.ard by scre\:inG tha

crmrn on.

It must be remembered that the ho ::::. 5. cor~-: does

not actually tune the _pitch

or

the flute, but it ~::::.kes the

hi gher octaves in tune t·ri th the lOi't'a r one::; •

I:f the h1£;h

octaves are sharp the cork .should be pulled out;

if the

high octaves are :flat the cork should be pushed in.

Comple-te removal of the cork must be x:!a..S.e tr..roush the open
end of the head joint since the joint t~pers sl1 chtly

tol':arcls the crm.·m .
Resoldering

~

h 1
tone ~·

of tl:e less exn. enI:.,ny
~

s1ve flutes and clarinets 1-till have tone holes tr...c.t e.re

,.....
I

- --
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soldered to the body instead of' being drawn out o.f the
piece of metal as the body.

sa~e

Often these soldered connec,.

tions l'(ill become· unsoldered..

The slightest pin hole in

'

the connection l·lill cause the :rlute to plE:'.y extremely hard
or even :fail to play at all be lo".·T th:l t po 1nt •

A leal: light

is the best way to locate these holes.
Procedure for re.solderinr-;

~

tone hole.

1.

Remove all lcey s around the effected tone hole •

2.

Bind or tie the tone hole to the body of the
instrument 1-11 th bindinG l'lire.

3.

Clean the joint l-t1 th tinners fluid.
is sholm 1n Figure 14.

4.

Carefully heat the jo.int until the original
solder will fill the hole. In most case-s the
old solder is all. that l·r111 be needed. If 1 t 1a
neces·sary to us.e more solder, use 1 t very sparingly as exoes·s solder causes a messy lool~ing
joint. Do not disperse the heat too much as it
l'Till u..TJ.solder other joints nearby. Other techniques in soldering '\-Till be f .o und in the
section on bras-s instruments.

Removinp; body dents ..

This step

Dents in a f'lute body can be

removed by forcing a dent ball throu5h the bore.

This

forces the damaged portion out and back into proper shape.
Carefully tapping around. the dent \·Ti th the ball underneath
\·l ill sometimes help in removing the dent.
to mar the flute lihile tappint;.
than a direct one is better.

Be careful not

A slanc·ing blm·t ra.t her

.;

FIGURE J.4
CLEAN

G A JOI T
BEFORE IT I

IT
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CHAPTER VII
REFAm OF THE SAXOPHO.NE

Begin the repair o:r the .saxophone by examining each
of the pads to see if it is scuffed or if the skin is
broken.

Older pads become hard with age and even though

they are not scuffed or torn they ·will not make a proper

seal.

They should be repla.ced.

Checks for- leaky pads and

key mechanisms are the same as for the clarinet and have

already been described in the clarinet section.
Disassembly procedures.

It is best to us.e t\·:o

drilled blocks· for the springs and screws as there a·re too
many tor one block.

One can be used for the top section

above the 3 key assembly and the other block can be used
f'or the springs and scre\·rs below that point.

Remove the

keys ln order of placement f'rom the top to the bottom o·f

i

.r

the instrument.

Place them in proper sequence on the

drilled boards.

There are tl'IO exceptions to this .sequence •

'I

J

''

Key

·I

·J

3i, as shown on Chart 3,- lies beneath both the

and the 8 and 9 key assembly.

J

i'

~ne

key

lever between key 10

an~

3i

key

F key also lies below both of these assell!bl1es.

i'

7-~-

The

and the lever can not be removed until these assemblies
have been removed.
Disassembly procedure for the top section.
1•

. --

.

.

Remove the top octave key from the ·neck joint.

.I
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2.

Remove the l -o wer octave key and the automatic
octave key change as-sembly.

3. .Remove key 12, the octave. key lever on. the
bottom of the body.

4.

Remove E key.

5. Remove the E flat key.
6.

Remove the F key.

7. Remove the D key.
8.

Remove the 14, 10, 1, 11, 2, and 3 key assembly.

9.

Remove the C key and lever.

10..

Remove the 2t key.

11.

Remove the lever for key 1.0 and the F key.

\
!

Disassembly procedure for the- lower section.

7!

1.

Remove the

2.

Remove the 8 key and the 9 lever assembly.

3.

Remove the

4.

Remove the 13 ,_ 4,
assembly.

3t

5· Remove the 4t
6.

key.

l"

l

key assembly.

,I!'

..'!

5, 6, and G sharp trill key

I

il

!-

~'

.~.

key.

Ji

'I.

-'I
:-

Remove the 6t and 7 assembly.

7. Remove the 9 pad.
8.

Remove the E flat resonator ·pad, if any.
operated by the 5 key.

Assembly procedure.

It 1s

Assemble 1n the reverse order

:j

of removal.
Removing needle

spring~

and broken needle springs.

This procedure 1s the saii!e as· for the clarin-et and has
·,

f;' .
·. '
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already been described in the clarinet
Fitting a new needle spring.

se~tion

on page 22.

This procedur-e is the

same as for the clarinet and has already- been described 1n
the clarinet section on page 24.
Tightening the neck tenon.

This procedure 1·s the

same as for tho flute and ha& already been described in the
''

flute section on page 47.
·Replacing
the saxophone.

pads~

',
i

There are several types of pads for

They include the tan or leather covered

pad, the kid or white leather pad, and the Selmer Tonex
pad.

There are others which may tit just one brand of

saxophone ·s uch as the Buescher
except the

11 5nap-on 11

11

Snap-on 11 pad.

All pads

are held in place by shellac.

the same type shellac used in corking .instruments.

It is
Before

a pad is placed in the cup, make sure it 1s the correct

size pad for that particular cup.

A pad that is slightly

larger will buckle 1nsid.e the cup.

It will. be too thick

and not seat properly.

A pad

t~~t

is too small for the cup

may not complete-l y cover t.he tone hole.
1.

Heat the pad cup from the top until it is hot
enough to reelt the shellac when it is touched to
the metal. Keys with pearl finger buttons II!UBt
be heated ·f rom the bottom as -excessive heat will
d1s·color or burn the pearl.•

2.

Do not place too much shellac in the pad cup as
it will ooze out the sides when the pad is
placed 1n the cup.

3.

lli1rl.le the shellac 1e -s till soft, turn the pad 1n

' \ .
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the heated. cup about one-fourth of a turn·... Thie
will distribute the shellac more evenly in the

cup.

4.

Replace the key on the instrument and see how
the pad seats on the tone hole. When ell new
pads are installed replace all the keys before
adjusting.

5.

Check the pads for proper thickness. The pad
should touch all the way around at the sa~e
time. If the pad touches the back first it is
too thick. If the pad touches at the front
f'irs·t it is to·o thin.

6.

Regulate a pad \ihich is too thick by placing a
wedge under the back edge o.f the pe.d. The
wedge can be a pad slick or a wide-, flat screw
driver blade. When the slick 1s under the pad
bend the key toward ~he unseated portion. This
procedure is shown in Figure 15. If the key is
hitting on the front edge, place the wedge under
the front edge and tap the back edge with a
rawhide ~allet. Keys that are underneath the
bell have to be tapped by placing a wooden block
on the key and tapping on the block.

Straightening hinge tubing and screws.

Thl.s proce-

dure 1s the same as for the clarinet and has already been
described in the clarinet section on page 31.
Corkin-g keys.

!,
;

.,

This procedure is the same as for the

clarinet and has already. been described in the clarinet

section on page 33.

.,

.J •

Cork1ng ~ mouthpiece _Joint.

This procedure is the

same. as for a metal clarinet and has already been described
in the clarinet .section on page 35·
AdJusting keys.
exactly the same time.

Key 1 and key 14 should close at
Keys 3, 14. and 11 should also

~.I

I'

j·' '
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close at exactly the same time.
when any one

or 4, 5·,

Key 13 should be closed

or ·6 keys are closed.

Key 8 and key.

9 lever, w1 th 1 ts pad cup, should clos-e e. t the same time.
Adjustment of these keys is made by adding or subtracting
cork.
All other key adjustments are the same as for the
clarine~

and have already been described 1n the clarinet

section on page 39.

Adjusting the 11 key

1n

connection with the ~ kei•

When the 4 key 1s pressed the 13 key will close and it in
turn will .close key 11.

rr· key 11 fails to close at

exactly the sam.e time as keys -4 and 13, cork should be
-added to key 13 at ·the poin.t of contact.

If key 11 closes

too soon, some cork should be removed from key 13 at the
point of contact.
Corr-e cting stuffY
sharp.

m::

fuzzy sounding upper ~ and g

There are three probably causes ·of a stuffy or

fUzzy sounding upper G and G sharp.
1.

Cheek ror accumulation of dirt or corrosion 1n
the octave hole. It should be eleaned with
ordinary tw~st drills which are worked back and
forth 1n the octave hole. Be careful not to
remove any of the metal.

2 .8

Be sure that the key opens at least one to two
times the d1a~eter of the hole.

3.

An old pad that bas very deep seat. w111 cause
the tone to be fUzzy. It should be replaced
with a new pad.

;

:I

i .
I: ..
I
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Straightening
bent

~

holes.

be straightened by forcing a dent ball .of appro-

~ay

priate size into the tone hole.
aga1n.

Tone holes that become

This will make 1t round

Tone holes that have been pushed into the body

slightly can also be straightened by forcing a dent ball or
appropriate size into the body.

Tone holes that are rough

or slightly uneven can be filed flat and smooth with a
regular fine ·mill file·.
Reaoldering kei posts.
1.

Remove all the keys around the affected area.

2.

Clean both the post and ·the body with tinners
rluid.

3.

Bind the post to the body with binding wire.

4.

Replace the screw in the post. Be sure it is
properly aligned. Solid hinged keys may ha.ve to
be put into place to properly align the post.

5.

Heat just hot enough to make the solder :run. In
most cases no new eolder will be needed. If
some is added use very sparingly as the excess
solder is hard to clean off and makes a messy
job ..

Resold.ering

~

holes.

This procedure is the same

as for the flute and has already been described in the
flute section on page 51.

.,

\

.
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CHAPTER VIII
REPAIR OF THE OBOE

Begin checking a faulty oboe by examining each of
the pads to see if it is a cuffed or the skin is broken.

A

leak light may be used in the bottom tl-ro joints to check
for leaking pads.

The bore of the upper joint is too small

tor a leak light.

It must be checked by pluggin-g the end

of the joint with a cork and blowing into it as described
in the clarinet section on page 18.

Key mechanisms should

also be c.h ecked in the same manner as e·x plained for ·the
clarinet on page 19.
Disassembly

~

assembly procedurea.

Remove the

keys in the order o·f placement from the top to the bottom

.of the joint.

Place the screws in proper sequence on the

drilled board.

There are two exceptions to the sequence.

Keys 18 and 19, as shown on Chart 4, must be removed after

3, and 3i RH key assembly. Keys 13 and
14 must be removed after key 3i LH.
the 1, 10,

2~

11,

Disa-ssembly procedure for the tOQ joint.
1•

Remove key 17.

2.

Remove key 16, lever and pad cup.
lower octave key assembly •.

3.

Remove the 1:, 10, 2, 11, 3, and the 3t RH
assembly.

4. Remove the 3! LH.

This· is the.
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'.. ~·

5· Remove key 14.6.

Remove key . 13.

7. Remove the 18 and 19 assembly.
8.

Remove key 20.

Disassembly procedure ~ the bottom joint and ~·
1.

Remove 6t LH. 8, and 9 assembly.

2-.

Remove the

4, 21, 5, and 6 assembly.

3. Remove key 5i·

4. Remove key 1·

;',

..i

5· Remove key 6t RH and

7t

assembly.

6. Remove key 22.

7. Remove key 23.

·. I

8. Remo.v e the bell

k~y.

Removing needle- springs and broken needle springs •

These pro.cedures are the same as :for the clarinet and have

already been described in the clarinet section on pages 22
and 24.

Replacing springs.

This procedure is the· same as

for the clarinet and has already been described in the

clarinet section on page 26.

Tightening loose posts.

'

This procedure is the same

as for the clarinet and has already been described in the
clarinet section on page 26.

Tightening ].oose keys-.

This procedure is the SaJI!e

as for the clarinet and has alre-ady been described in the

,
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clarinet section on page 26.

Replacing pads.

This p roce d ure 1e the

~ame

as tor

the clarinet and has already been described in the clar1not
section on page 28.

Straightening
for keys

6-i

hin~e

7!-

RH and

tubing and screws.

The nerew

has cross locking a crews.

It 1e

straightened in the same manner as hinge tubing and thin
procedure has· a.lready been described in the clarinet
section ·on page 31.

Key 4 operates keys 10 and ll

: Adjusting keys.
throu-gh the bridge key.

Keys 10 and 11 should be complete-

ly open when key 4 1s closed.

If they tail to open add

cork to the top of the bridge key.

It key 4 will not

completely clos.e remove a little co:rk :from the top of the
bridge key.

Most oboes have adJusting ecre~s for keys which
work together.
pres sing key- 2.

When key 10 is open 1t can be cloaed by
Both a hould close· s ill!tll tan eous ly.

It .key

10 does not close, a-crew the adjusting_ screw in unt11 it

closes properly.

If key 10 closes before key 2, back o~:

the .adjusting screw.

Tbe key 3 adJustment for

~eyn 10 and

11 is done in the same manner.
When key 7 1s closed key 23 should close· also.

The

_proper adjustment can be made by holding key 7 closed aoo
turning the adjusting screw until key 23 closes.

,,
I

. I
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CHAPTER IX
I '

J

REPAIR OF THE BASSOON

I

Begin the repair of a faulty bassoon by checking
all the pads to see 1f they are broken or scuffed.

'

I

This

~J

'.

proce-s s is the same as for the- clarinet.

All the joints
)

J

I

I

except the wing Joint_ the one· which the bocal or mouth

1

pipe fits into, can be checked with tha leak light.

1

The

I'

1I

bore of the wing Joint must be checked for leaks by clos-

L
:I

ing all holes and blowing through it 1n the same manner as
checking the top joint of' a. c"lar1net or oboe.

All key

mechanisms should be chec-k ed in the s.ame manner as far the

cl-a rinet.

Both of these procedures have been described in

the c1ar1net section on page· 18.

Disassemblz procedure for

!h! wing Joint.

It is

difficult to remove the keys of the bassoon in strict
sequence .from the top to the bott.om as the keys ne.ar the
bottom of the Joint must be removed before keys higher on
the joint can be removed.

Please refer to Chart 5.

.' .'

1. Remove key· W.
2.

Remove key 14.

3. Remove key 13.
.If.

Remove key 3l

5. Remove the unnumbered key underneath 14, 13,
and

3-l

spatulas.

l

I
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6. Remove key

~5-

1· Remove key li.

a.

Remove the third f'inger ring.

9-

Remove the J.ower brid-g e key.

10 .•

Remove the pad cup operated by the third t1nger
ring.

Disassembly procedure f'or the f'ront half o·f the- boot
Joint.

The disassembly procedure f'or the boot joint muat

be- done in two parts.

The first part is the front s1.de, or

the side with the two open finger holes.

The other part 1o

the back side, or the aide with the neck strap r1ne.
.1.

Remove key 16 •

2.

Remove the second finger rlng and pad cup.
Remove. the key guard for the st and 6 key
assembly.

3.

4. Remove the 5! and 6 key

s.

Remove the

7

6.

Remove the

6i

"7.

Remove the 7 key.

a~sembly.

pad cup.

key.

8 .. Remove the 7-i key.

--

the boot
Disassembly procedure for !h!.. ~ halt' of
joint.
1 ..

ror k·e y
Remove the key guard

2.

Remove key 8.

3. Remove key 5-! R. Th.
4. Remove key 7! R. Th.

a.

- - -·- - ---·-- -~--~ ,
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5· Remove key 6-i R. Th.
6.

Reli!OVe the pad cup opera ted by

st

R. Th.

7 •· Remove the key lever operated by key 7t R. Th.
a. Remove the key lever operated by key 6i R. Th.
9.

Remove the pad cup operated by key 6. Key 6 1s
on the front side but 1s operated by the pad
cup on the back side via a glass rod through
the body of the instrument.

Disassembly procedures for the top joint and bell.

1.

-Remove key 12.

2.

Remove key 11.

3.

Remove the pad cup for key 11.

4.

Remove key 10.

s.

Remove the key guard for key 9 pad cup.
wood screws must be removed also.

.6 .

Remove key 9.

..
1

7. Remove key 9

Three

'l. l!

i.

pad cup.

a.

Remove kay

9.

Remove key 9-i·

le>i

pad cup.

lot.

10.

Remove key

11.

Remove the bell key.

Note:

•

:II

Most cross hinge screws are not threaded
but are simply a pin. Each screw of this
type has a little hook on the end of it
instead of a slot for a screw driver.

Adjusting keys.

All key adjustments are the same as

for the· clarinet and have already been described in the
clarinet ee.ction on page 39.
. !

U_
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Replacing an ,end cap gasket.

l~ny

leaks tha. t occur

1n the boot joint will occur at the end gasket.

Before

removing the gas.k e·t make sure tba t all pads seat properly.
1.

Remove the cap ·tba t goes over the bow.

2.

Remove the. bow by unhooking two hooks •

3. Scrape the

sur~ace clean that will contact the
gasket. Be careful not to s ·c ra tch the metal as
·that may cause a future leak.

4.

Heat the bow just hot enough to melt the stick
shellac or cement freely. Caution~ Some bow.a
are soft soldered and excessive heat will melt

'I

.i

them.

s·.

Lay a _
p iece of three thirty-seconds of an inch
sheet cork on a flat surface and press the bow

: i

to it. Hold until the shellac cools sufficiently. When cool, trim the cork even with the
outside perimeter of the bo\v 1n the same II!B.nner
as in corking keys.

6.

Trim the edges of the bore hole carefully so as
to leave a straight, smooth cut.

7. Cover the exposed cork surface and the

~etal

surface \1hich it will contact wi'th a heavy
layer of cork grease.

a.

Place the cap on the instrument .and press it so
it is firm.
Remove the cap and note the condition of the
greased surfaces. If' good contact \·r as made
between the two surfaces there will be t1ny
ridges 1n the grease. These ridges are caused
by the suction when the two surfaces are separated. I£ the little ridges are not there it
shows that the two surfaces did not come 1nto
contact w1 th each other. This· indicates an
improper rit. Clean off the grease and sand the
cork to improve the fit. Apply the grease a~1n
and repeat the. procedure of checking for the
little ridges. Continue until the gasket seals
completely.
1

':•

l
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CHAPTER X
CAF.Et STORAGE, AND CLEAN.HTG OF BRASS INSTRU1-1ENTS

General

~

of brass instruments.

All braes

instruments, except possibly tubas and Sousaphones, should
be kept in their cases when not in use.

Tubas and Sousa-

phones should be kept in lockers where they are away from
dust and dirt.

Sousaphones are often hung on the wall or

have special racks made for them.
Large brass instruments should be picked ·up in such
a manner that there is no strain on the valve slide.

Trum-

pets and cornets should always be picked up by the valve
casings and not by the valve s.lide..

Any type of dent on a

va1ve casing, no matter how minute, will freeze a valve
and render the horn useless.

Minute denta are often caused

ll.' .·:

)

,.

by packing excessive equipment in the case or· allowing a

I•
!I

i .'

mouthpiece to roll around freely inside the cas.e.
Trombones are the most delicate of all brass 1nstrumente and are the hardest to handle.

Once the slide is

damaged it can not be repaired exactly like new.

Once the

metal is stretched it is almost impossible to contract it

-again.
only.

Trombones should be picked up with the hand braces
They should

no~

be left lying around on chairs or

across two chairs since the slide is exceedingly thin and
very easily damaged.

Exc.essiv.e equipment, such as a. lyre,
-;_i

:/1
: I ·,:,

... I1:

:;i

.. ·-·.

_jj

.
.

-
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should be. fastened firmly in the case eo that it can not

'I

.:i
I' I

rattle around and damage the slide or bell.
Valves, valve elides, and trombone slides ebould be
given first c.o ns1derat1on in over-all care along wl th the
tuning slides·.

They need to .b e oiled regularly.

grade of valve oil

~B

A fine

most universally used on all valved

I

i

111

r!·I

li

i

IiiI
''I I...
I

I

I

instruments.

A heavier oil such as trombone -slide oil can

be used on older, ·looser valves that have a tendency to

I

!

I!·.. I '

i· I

leak.

The heavi.er oil will make close f1 tting valves slow

j· j

i. l

or sluggish.

1:1
!

Some new valves may need lubrication only with

~;

ij

water.

l•Then only water is used the valves must be wiped

,;
I
'I

w1 th a lint free cloth_each time the instrument is used •.

I

I
I

If they are not wiped, the saliva will leave a residue of
carbonates and sulpbates which tend to act as abrasives.
It is important to grease tuning slides and valve
slides often.

Any grease which contains graphite, such as

cup grease, is sufficient.
grease is- not available.

Vaseline will do if the cup
Vaseline, or any non-graphite

type grease, will tend to solidify in time and act as a
glue.

Therefore, slides should be removed and cleaned

much more often when Vaseline has been used on them.
Although the grease tba t contains gr.a phi te will s ol1d 1f'y,
the slide can still be removed without resorting to power·ful mecban1 cal m.e tb.ods •

Lanolin can also be used on valve

.;

~

:I\..

;]
I.

l

l. '
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slides.
Storage

o~

brass instruments.

In preparin 0 a ·brass

'·

instrument for long storage, such as over the summer,

..

I :

remove the slides and wipe off all the old grease.
new graphite- grease on the slides.
leave them dry.

Put

Clean the valves and

Some sources differ as to whether valves

should be oiled or not before they are stored tor a long
period of time.

All l.ubr1cants contain water and thus

have a tendency to corrode valves and casings.

Valves

left dry will have l.ess chance of be.coming stuck or
corroded during a long period of storage.

Clean the valve

caps and bottoms with soap, water, and an old tooth brush.

Place a 11 ttle graph1 te grease on the thread.s ... Leave the
val.ve caps and bottoms unscrewed one-half of a turn to
minimize the chance of the.i r being trozen.

·Trombone

slides should also be st-o red dry.
Cleaning valves.

Carefully cl-ean and oil valves
. •

regularly.

1.
2.

3.

4.

They should be wiped with a lint free cloth.

Remove the val.ve from the instrument~
Remove· the valve cap by unscrewing the finger
button.
Remove the corks and i'elts.

!
't,
iI

"!
,~

If the valve 1s badly corroded it may be dipped
into a twenty per cent sol.ution of muriatic
acid. Be care£ul not to leave it 1n the ac1d
too long since 1t will cause the valve to turn
red. F~inse thoroughly bet'ore handling.-

I
I

[_- .
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5. Clean the ports by running a lint free cloth

'•

(

loosely through ·them. Do not atte~pt to rorco
anything through the porte as they are ve~
delicat&.
• <~

6.

Replace the valves. Do not force them into
place 1n the casing.

Cleaning valve casings.
cleaned regularly.
cloth.

Valve casings should be-

They should be wiped with a lint free

·The valve .c asing should be swabbed by threading a

piece of cloth through the. eyelet of a valve cleanine; rod.
Cover all parts of the cleaning rod by twisting the rod
wrapp.ing the cloth around 1 t..
.cloth.

an~

Add a little o.il to the

Push, bUt do not forc-e, the cloth through the

casing.
Removing and cleaning valve bottoms.

J~ny

times the

valve bottoms will. be frozen and will not come off w-1 th
band pressure alone.

A light tapping with a rawhide.

hammer in the direction or removal will most often free the
valve bottom.

This procedure is shown in Figure 16.

the taps short, light, and

st~rp.

the valve casing in any way.

l~ke

Be sure not to dal:!age

A pair of pliers should be

valve cap.
the last resort as they will l-eave :marks on the
than likely
If a valve bottom is frozen it will more
have a good crust of residue and filth inside.

This should

be scraped away and the valve bottom placed in a twenty
per cent solution of muriatic acid.

Leave 1t 1n the solu-

tion only a short time and then rinse thorougbly before
i

I

I
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FIGURE 16
OVING A V LVE BOTTO·
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I

handling.

ji
'~

J·i

! •·

Cleaning valve slides...
1..-

Remove the slides.

2.

Wipe and grease them with a graphite grease.

·3.

Replace the a·lide by putting in one side at a
tim_e and working the slide with a rotary motion.
wnen each side bas been worked separa-t ely)' put
b-o th sid-es 1n.

Cl-eaning

~

trombone slide.

l.

Thread a clean rag through the eye of a trombone cleaning rod •-

2.

Work the rod down througll the slide with a
rotary motion as illustrated in Figure 17. Do
not force the rod as the tubing is thin and may
be easily bowed, bent, or knocked out of alignment.

3.

Change the rag oft~n and repeat the process
until the slide ia clean.

4.

Clean the inside of the slide by filling the
outsids slide full of hot soapy water.

5.

Close the ends of the. inside elide with two
thumbs and force the other slide in.

6.

When the inside elide is completely down change
the water and repeat the process until the elide
i s clean.

Cleaning brass instrument bodies.
1nstr~menta

rinsed off.

·I

I-,

All lacquered

I '

may be scrubbed in warm soap and water, then
Plated instruments are generally cleaned and

polished on the outside with a good quality metal polish,
soda paste, or some other commer-cial cleaner.

.Soda pa·s te,

or any other heavy abrasive, should never be us ed on the

11
I
'

'
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outside of lacquered instruments.

A garden hose l-lh1eh has

I

I'

:

i

·i

'

been attached to a reducing nozzle and inserted into the
. .!

horn is excellent to force out the accumulated filth from
the inside.

A flexible brush is excellent to aid in remov-

1ng corrosion.

Be careful not to damage v.alve· casings, or

the point where the tubing enters the casing.

i 'I
! .

i ·:
·'

.I

; •i

I

I

: I

Excessive

corrosion may be removed by pouring a twenty per cent
muriatic acid solution over the affected area and rinsing
I,

~

i·

thoroughly.

·: 1

II .
! .
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CHAPTER XI

i

t

REPAIR OF BRASS INSTRUMENTS
Remov.ing !!. frozen mouthpiece.

I

''i
I! ' "·;:

A mouthpiece may

become frozen merely by being forced into its reoiever a
little too bard or by dropping the horn on the mouthpiece.
In order to remove, tap the ferrel with a rawhide hammer

while exerting pressure outwardly on the mouthpiece.
·. ·'

procedure is shown in Figure 18.
light, and sharp at a right angle.
the ferrel.

This

Make the ·taps ehort,
Be sure to strike on

If the ·mouthpiece hae remained in for a

considerable time it may have become corroded.

Put some
I

penetrating oil on it and heat the terral.

This will suck

oil into the connection.

Re-p eat the process by tapping

with the rawhide hammer.

Be careful not to strike too

hard and bend the mouthpipe.

ji

I,

In extreme cases, tie a rope

around the mouthpiece .and secure the ends of the rope in a

vise so that extreme outward pressure can be applied while

,

tapping.

,. li
' •

Removing~

frozen valve elide.

~I ~

Start by threading

a rag through the bow of the effected slide.

Try to pull

·' :1

':J

it out by pulling on the rag with short, sharp, jerking
motions.
~9

!

The setup for this procedure is ehown in Figure

on page 81.

Be sure to pull the sl1de straight as

pulling to the side may tear it loose from its holding

l
'

II'

!=

1

. 'I

!'
I

~

.

1
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FIGURE 18
~OVING

A FROZEN i:OUTHPIECE
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FIGURE 19
REtt.OVING A FROZEN V LVE

LIDE
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braces or even pull it clear out of its valve casing.

It

pUlling does not fre·e the slide, apply some pene·tra ting oil

. i

to the stuck a·rea and allow it to stand :for several hours.

!

Then repeat the j erk1ng pro ce sa w1 th. the rag.

I

'
~

He a t1.ng the

outer slide may also help draw the pene·tra..ting oil. down
into the slide.

Be careful with the heat, however, as all

the braces are eo:ft soldered and will come loose if' excess1ve heat is used.

:i
·I

Allow the slide to cool before trying

I 'i

to pull 1t.

I

If this method fails the bow will have to be unsoldered and removed.
v1dually.

i

Each slide must then

b~

removed 1ndi-

'i

i

!I
!

Then, the bow can be resoldered to one or the

tubings and forceably twisted out.

In som.e extreme cases

it is desireable to solder a solid piece of steel to the
stuck slide·.

This will prevent excessive force on the bow

from springing it or buckling it.

l'o'hen both slides are

removed they should be cleaned by buffing. or with a good
metal polish to remove the corrosion.
and resolder the bow·.

n·eeded.

Replace the slides

In most cases no new solder will be

If done properly and carei'Ully the slide should

work :freely.
.Replacing !.
1.

2.

~:a ter

key spring.

Remove the water key by una crew 1ng 1 ts pi vat
screw.
Remove the old spring.

:~

· ~·'
.J'l

j
~

~I

I
I

I
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3.

Place· the new water key spring in position. The
long ends of the spring should go on either side
or the tube and to the outs id·es of the post.
'I

4. Replace the pivot screw.
5.

Wrap the long ends of the springs around their
respective posts and cut off ·the ends with cutting pliers. More tension may be added to· the
spring by pulling the cut end further around
the post.

Replacing~

I

,;
i

'.

water kei cork.

1.

Remove all remains of old water key corks and
adhesive by scraping.

2.

Cut a piece of water key cork tubing about onefourth. of an inch long.

3.

Heat some shellac and cover one end ot the cork.

4.

Push the cork into the cup without removing the
water key from the ins-trument.

5.

Heat the key cup to me 1 t the s-hellac.
· ,I

6.

Trim the cork so that it li-es flat on the water·
key nipple when the key is closed. Thls does
not necessarily mean that the top of the cork is
flat with the top of the water key. Sometimes
the top must be at an angl~ 1n order to cover
the nipple completely. To test for leakase stop
one s1d·e of the tube ·a nd blow on the other.

Removing~

frozen valve.

A valve can be frozen by a

bent or dented va1ve casing, corrosion, or a valv.e that has

I.

been forced in backwards with the valve guide, or key, not
in its slot.

~~ny

times a valve can be forced out by

simply removing the valve

~ottom

with a mallet and a wooden dowel.

and tapping the valve out
Be crareful not to do any

damage to the bottom ·or the valve as it is thin and can be

. I

~1 -

l

'l
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punctured very easily.

If' a valve bas been f'roz.e n more

solidly, use a piece of tubing the exact diameter of' the
valve.

i'ihen the valve has been removed check first to see

why it was frozen.
the valv-e.

If it is corroded, clean and replace

If the valve casing has been dented, the dent

must be removed by lapping the valve.

If it has been

forced in backwards with the valve guide not in its slot, a
great deal of damage has been done and little if anything
can be done about 1t.
Lapping~

valve.

Many times a valve casing will

become .dented through carelessness such as a loose mouthpiece or lyre rattling around 1n the case.

These small

dents, as minute as they may seem, will still leave a

valve that does not operate properly or 1s frozen 1n. it·s
-c asing.
1.

Remove the valve and the valve bottom.

2.

Remove the valve cap, corks, and felts.

3.

Remove the valve guide or key, if' any., by
unscrewing it from the valve.

4.

Replace the finger button.

s.

011 the valve with light machine o11 and roll it
in some powdered pumice.

6.

notate the valve through the casing from both
the top and from the bo-t tom. This will wear
the dent away and thus free the valve.
C1ean the valve and. ita casing thoroughly as the
pum-ice -W ill have a tendency to work into the
pores of the metal and -c ontinue to be abrasive.

l.

·I'

~

I
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Removing~

dent rrom

~

tube.

1.

Measure the outside diameter or th~ tubing at
the point vihere it i .s dented vri th. a pair of
calipers. I ·f it is badly dented measure to one
side of the d~nt.

2.

Se~ect

a dent ball that is about one thirtysecond of an inch smaller than the outside
diameter of the tubing. If ·the. dent is very
deep start with a still smaller ball to give it
a chanae to enter under the flattened part or
the tubing.

3.

Select a driver that is sufficiently smaller
than the: dent ball e·o that 1 t can advance well
beyond the position o~ the dent in the tubins.
It- must be remembered that most tubes are
tapered.

4.

Select a size larger dri.v er. This one 1e used
to drive the dent ball past the dent. Figure 20
shows the relative sizes and positions or all
three dent bal"ls.

5. Drop the small driver into the large end of the

tubing first. Then drop the selected dent ball
into the tubing and finally the larger driver.
Work them around to the point where the dent
ba~l becomes ~odged against the dent.
Dent
balls can be located by the use or a magnet. On
cornets and trumpets the smaller driver, which
is used to remove the dent ball, can usually be
put into the tube through the valve ports~ This
way it is not needed until time to remove the
dent ball.

6..

A~low

7-

.Stop the horn suddenly and the driver will
continue onward. The driver will strike the
dent ball and force 1t up against the dent a
little harder. With experience the horn can be
moved quite rapidly.

the larger driver to slide back away from
the dent ball and swing the horn 1n such a way
that the driver is carried along with it. The
horn should be swung 1n such a direction that
the dent ball i ·s ahead of the large driver.

J

i
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8.

Orten the dent can be helped in its move~ent by
striking the higher part -a round the dent with a
dent hammer. Only glancing blows should be
us-ed.

9.

Ir the dent ls too deep to remove ln one operation., start with a small .dent ball .first.
Repeat the operation with larger ones each time
until the dent is raieed to 1 ts original pos1-t1on. Be careful to avoid enlarging the tubing.

Many valves will have a

Adjusting valve heights.
ring inscribed on the valve stem.

This ring shou.l d be

even with the top of the valve cap.

If it 1s above the

valve .c ap it is to-o high and must be lowered. by adding a
little cork or a .fe-l .t washer.
Valve

~ap

If the ring is below the

the valve is too low.

some of the cork or felt washer.

Raise it by taking orf
Cork or felt washers can

be added or removed by uns-crewing the ·finger button from
the valve stem, sliding the valve cap off the stem, and
sliding the felt washer or cork tubing on or off.

If

there is- no inscribed ring on the valve stem adjusti!!ents
may be made by these procedures.
1.

Remove the se.c ond valve slide.

2.

Align the ports of the center valve with the
ports of the valve casing. This can easily be
done by depressing the valve slightly and
allowing it to return until the ports are
aligned.

3.

Add or remove c.ork or felt as- need-ed.

4.

\';hen the center valve ls at the correct height,
adjust the first and third valve accordingly
with the same height as the second valve.

·\

.--·
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How to soft solder and ·silver solder.

Silver

soldering is done in much the same way as soft soldering.
The main exceptions between the t\-Jo are the great deal
more heat required for silver soldering and the boric flux
used in place of the tinners liquid.

1.

Make sure the Joint to be soldered is scraped or
filed clean at the point of contact.

2.

Clamp or wire the piece in proper _position.

3.

Apply flux to cover· the points that were cleaned.

4.

Heat the parts slowly until the water boils out
of the flux and leaves the Joint covered with a
film of dry, white flux. If the metal shows
through at any point reflux the joint until the
film is complete.

5.

Apply a small piece· of eo·l der to the Joint while.
the flame is d.1 re.o ted on it. Use solder very
sparingly as silver solder can not be scraped
away as easily as soft solder.
Note: h~en silver soldering close to a soft
soldered joint care must be taken to secure it
since soft solder will flow at a much lower
teii!perature. than silver s.older. Either secure
the soft soldered Joint by binding it with wire
or coo1.1 ng 1 t l\'1 th a wet rag.

Patching braes tubing.
1.

Cut a diamond shaped patch ·with the tin snips.
Pa.tches are many sizes, depending on the size
and shape of the hole to be patched. The patch
should be about three-fourths or an inch larger
than the break.

2 ...

The pa t ·c h must be made to fit the curve of the

tubing exactly. This can be done by binding the
patch to the tube with binding wire and ~arming
the patch to the tube with a dent hammer. Use
a glancing blow to avoid denting the tube.

--'- --
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3.

Clean the joint w1th t1nners fluid.

4.

Apply hea. t to the center of the pa. tch,. then
touch the wire solder to the outer edge. When
1 t is hot enough, the solder will flo\'r easily
under the patch to the center where the heat 1a
con centra ted.

5.

Apply solder sparingly since a little -£older
makes a stronger union than a lot or solder.

6.

If the solder fails· to cover a certain spot the
metal has not been properly cleaned and more
flux should be applied.

I

'I

'
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CHAPTER XII

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
General

~.

storage,- and cl-e aning.

Drums should

never be stored where it is too warm since the heat will
have a tendency to dry out the heads and make them excessively brittle.

T,ympan1 should be- stored with the heads

und-er enough tension so that \1hen released they are- a
11 t tle looser than required .for the low-est- tone on that

particular tympani.

If this 1a not done the player will

find it practically imposs-ible to get the low tones until
the head has been sufficiently str.e tched.
All drum heads that have been used outside in wet
or cold weather .should have the tension partially removed
when they are brought into a warm place.

The heat will

cause the heads to shrink and even break.
Dirt can be removed from

a dry

ordinary pencil or art gum eraser.

drum head with an

Grease and dirt can

also be removed with household cleanser.
tension 1s released before c·lea.n1ng.

Be sure the

Do not allow water to

come into contact with a tight drum head, especially near

the rlm as water is almost certain to cause the drum head
to break there .•

When tightening a drum head always be sure that it
is tightened evenly •

... . . . .
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Tucking -~
~ately

drum ~·

four inches

~arger

The head should be approxi-

than a wooden flesh hoop.

It

should be three inches larger than a metal flesh hoop.
The batter head for a snare drum should be heavier than the
snare head.

Usually the transparent heads are the snare

heads and the white ones are used as batter heaQs.
l.

Soak the head in water at ·a pproximately .room
temperature for about 5 minutes.

2.

Lay the wet head on the table with the flesh or
soft side up. The hair side is much firmer.

3.

Lay the flesh hoop in th& exact center of the

4.

head. Start by tucking an inch or eo on one
side... Then tu.ck the same amount. directly
across the hoop.
Tuck on· e1 ther side and half way be·t\teen the two

original tucks.
at this stage.

Figure 21 shows. the procedure

Continue tu.c king half way bet...leen tucks until
the head bas been tucked all the way aroundw

6.

Do not stretch the head when tucking but merely
take up the slack. A stretched head will almost
certainly break when it dries. For bass drums
and tympan 1 lay a plate und ern·ea th the hee.d on
the· table to create a little slack. \'ihen tucking make sura that the flesh hoop remains on the
table surface so that the slack remains.
Replace the head on the drum and pull the
counter hoop down a little so that the drying
head -w ill not -warp the fl-esh hoop. ·The counter
hoop should be pulled dm-:n one-sixteenth of an
inch for snare drums, one-eighth or an inch ~or
bass drums and one-fourth o~ an inch for
tympani.

.8 .

During the exceptionally dry weather 1t is
advisable to lay a damp cloth over the drum head
while 1t 1a drying. This will make it dry ·~ore
slol.;ly.

----------------------~!. 1
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FIGURE 21
D U ~ HEAD ITH THE F
T FOUR
TUCKS IN PLACE
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Rena1rine;

-~

cracked cymbal...

A :era.cked cymbal can be

repaired if the crack ·1s· not. more than one inch from the

rim.

One method is to drill a quarter inch. hole through

the cymbal slightly to one side of the crack and about oneeighth

or

an inch beyond it.

Cut a slot with a jeweler's

saw or a hack saw from the edge to the hole, the width of
the hole.
Another method would be to cut a shallow
cut or about a 140° angl·e ..

11

V" .shaped

Usually a great amount of me·tal

is removed, thus making the cymbal out of balance.
good for a very small crack only.

This is

It is best to round the

edges of the· cut on both sides .of the cymbal and finish
them off with emery cloth.

r
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